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Abstract
Most historical scholarship on John Dewey’s 1924 educational mission to Turkey 
has focused on the degree to which the educator and philosopher’s recommenda-
tions were actually implemented. By bringing the disciplinary lenses of history 
and philosophy to bear on Dewey’s mission, this collaborative study diff ers from 
previous work by illuminating the disjuncture between Dewey’s conception of 
democratic localism as essential to an educational system in a vibrant democracy (a 
social ideal) and Turkish offi  cials’ view of centralized, formal education as a means 
to promulgate a homogeneous, modern, secular and democratic identity for their 
new nation-state (a political goal).
Introduction
Only months following the declaration of the Turkish Republic in October 1923, 
Turkey’s newly appointed Minister of Public Instruction, Sefa Bey, invited U.S. phi-
losopher and educator John Dewey to survey his fl edgling country’s educational 
system. Having just emerged from a brutal war for independence, Turkey was be-
ginning a process of rapid modernization under the leadership of Mustafa Kemal 
“Atatürk,” and government offi  cials looked to Dewey for recommendations on how 
to make Turkish schools agencies of social reform that would advance their state’s 
identity as a democratic republic. Dewey traveled for two months throughout the 
country with his wife, Alice, and met with teachers and government offi  cials in ru-
ral Anatolia, urban Istanbul, and the nation’s recently declared capital, Ankara. He 
fi led a brief preliminary report prior to departing Turkey and then a longer, more 
comprehensive report aft er his return to the United States.
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Th e historiography of Dewey’s Turkish mission has been concerned principally with 
the degree to which the educator’s recommendations were actually implemented. 
Scholars’ assessments of Dewey’s role in the development of Turkey’s educational 
system range from Joseph Szyliowicz’s claim that Dewey had little to no infl uence 
on Turkish schools, to William Brickman’s assertion that there is no conclusive evi-
dence that Dewey had an impact, to Zekiye Süleyman’s fi nding that Dewey’s recom-
mendations had a signifi cant infl uence on Turkish education.1 Bahri Ata, moreover, 
has argued that Dewey’s infl uence is evident primarily in curricular reforms in el-
ementary schools that featured adoption of the “project method” and the creation 
of Village Institutes, adult education centers built in rural communities.2 In addi-
tion, scholars have documented the ways in which the Turkish Ministry of Public 
Instruction enacted Dewey’s recommendations regarding rural teacher training 
and the improvement of the system of teachers’ salaries and promotions.3 Indeed 
Syzliowicz, despite his contention that “it is unlikely that many changes in Turkish 
education can be attributed to Dewey’s infl uence,” has suggested that pedagogical 
practices such as drawing on students’ interests, learning by doing, and practicing 
democracy in schools may have stemmed from Dewey’s recommendations.4 Many 
historians also note that several of Dewey’s works were translated into Turkish, 
with one scholar claiming that Democracy and Education was required reading of 
all schoolteachers.5 Finally, Selahattin Turan has argued that Dewey’s report, which 
he claims off ered an accurate diagnosis of and prescription for modernizing Turk-
ish education at the time of the founding of the Republic, is still relevant today.6
In addition to investigating the degree to which Dewey’s recommendations 
infl uenced Turkish educational policy, the literature also makes claims about the 
quality of his infl uence. Some interpretations suggest that Dewey’s recommenda-
tions were ineff ectual because they did not respond to the “reality” of the new Tur-
key and others suggest that using Dewey’s language enabled Turkish offi  cials to 
promote the illusion of democracy. Brickman, for instance, characterized Dewey as 
wholly unstudied in Turkish history and culture, while Szyliowicz concluded that 
Dewey’s recommendations refl ected his cultural and political ignorance. Similarly, 
Büyüküvenci has suggested that Dewey lacked sensitivity to the needs of newly 
established Turkey, writing, “Due to the social and political conditions [existing 
in Turkey at the time of the Republic’s establishment], some of the advice was not 
applied, such as avoiding the centralized system and giving more autonomy to 
foreign schools.”7 Equally problematic, however, is the contention by some his-
torians that Dewey’s report was used to provide the language for reform without 
the corresponding actions. Büyüküvenci has argued that wholesale assimilation of 
Dewey’s recommendations, unaccompanied by their philosophical underpinnings 
and commitments, led to failed “imitations” of educational practice. Along with 
Büyüküvenci, Bilgi and Ozsoy have noted that Dewey’s work was used as a justi-
fi cation for Republican-era reforms in offi  cial discourse, particularly his work on 
cultivating democracy in schools. 
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Other historians, however, have viewed Turkey’s early educational needs as 
prompting Dewey to reshape some of his signature convictions. Again, Ata, for in-
stance, has suggested that Dewey’s report signals a “reciprocal relationship” between 
the American philosopher and the Turkish government offi  cials.8 Indeed, Dewey’s 
reports did sound familiar refrains, yet they also addressed issues particular to the 
Turkish situation. An example of the former involved Dewey’s perennial concern 
with the professional status and conditions of teachers, leading to his highlighting 
the need to increase Turkish educators’ salaries and to provide a measure of stability 
in regard to their job placements. An example of the latter involved Dewey revers-
ing his traditional position on avoiding excessive reliance on books for learning. 
Given the distinct needs of the Turkish people, Dewey advocated for mobile libraries 
to expand access to books and combat the nation’s widespread illiteracy. Dewey’s 
report demonstrates that although he brought his characteristic commitment to 
democracy to bear in his evaluation of Turkish education, he also was responsive 
to the material conditions of the Turkish people.
Th e literature that documents and analyzes Dewey’s report and Atatürk’s re-
sponse reveals the conceptual slippage that existed between two infl uential fi gures 
committed to promoting democracy through education in Turkey. It also provides 
evidence of the problem in viewing Dewey’s and Atatürk’s approaches to educational 
reform as merely cultural misunderstandings. Turan, for instance, has argued that 
“Dewey’s recommendations concerning the role of the Ministry of Education and 
the role of education in a pluralistic democratic state contradicted the policy of the 
Turkish government.”9 Yet the misalignment of Dewey’s recommendations with the 
Turkish government’s objectives can be attributed to more than policy confl icts. Sev-
eral misinterpretations in the literature on Dewey’s visit to Turkey (and the ensuing 
Turkish response) signal how Dewey’s and Atatürk’s understandings of democracy 
cannot be easily mapped onto one another. Yet neither are they in separate conceptual 
spheres. Th ese misinterpretations can be revealed and their signifi cance understood 
only through an appreciation of Dewey’s social philosophy and Ataturk’s political 
theory of the Turkish state. Th ese include, for instance, references to the “sterilized” 
(as opposed to “purifi ed”10) environment of school, the need to “purify and cleanse” 
Turkish culture as a task of the central government (as opposed to “learning from 
all the contacts of life”11), and understanding “common good” as license to issue di-
rectives (as opposed to engaging all concerned in common, cooperative endeavor12). 
Rather than exploring whether Dewey was guilty of cultural ignorance or 
Atatürk and his fellow offi  cials were guilty of despotic resistance, it is more produc-
tive to consider the eff ects of these two men’s diff ering conceptions of democracy. 
Both Atatürk and Dewey advocated passionately for democracy and appeared to 
be in agreement regarding the purposes of schools in a modern, democratic state. 
Yet, Turkish policies such as requiring that rural residents build schools demon-
strate that Dewey’s concept of a voluntary participatory democracy was not the 
same sort of democracy Atatürk envisioned. Although Brickman’s unfamiliarity 
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with Dewey’s philosophy can be seen in his insinuation that Dewey’s call for “in-
tellectual centralization” was pandering to the Turkish government, scholars more 
familiar with Dewey’s philosophy understand intellectual centralization to mean 
something very diff erent from edicts and directives emanating from a strong cen-
tral government.13 Intellectual centralization in the context of Dewey’s philosophy 
meant sharing the collective knowledge produced by individuals within a society, 
rather than ensuring that all of the individuals have the knowledge as dictated by a 
central authority. As Büyüküvenci has argued, wholesale adoption of foreign meth-
ods that lack the conceptual convictions that sustain them are bound to appear 
fraudulent. Th is paper undertakes a closer analysis of the meaning of democracy 
for two men dedicated to its pursuit through education while taking neither as the 
authentic democratic stance. 
By bringing the disciplinary lenses of history and philosophy to bear on Dew-
ey’s mission, this collaborative study diff ers from previous work in illuminating the 
conceptual slippage between Dewey’s understanding of democratic localism, as es-
sential to an educational system in a vibrant democracy, and Turkish offi  cials’ view 
of centralized, formal education as a means to promulgate a homogeneous, mod-
ern, secular and democratic identity for their new nation-state. Although Dewey 
concurred with Turkish offi  cials that the goal of Turkey’s educational system was 
to contribute to that nation’s development into a “vital, free, independent, and lay 
republic in full membership in the circle of civilized states,” he nevertheless warned 
against “the evils” associated with centralization and bureaucratization. “Th ere is 
a danger,” Dewey wrote, “that too much and too highly centralized activity on the 
part of the Ministry [of Public Instruction] will stifl e local interest and initiative, 
prevent local communities taking the responsibilities which they should take; and 
produce too uniform a system of education, not fl exibly adapted to the varying de-
grees of diff erent localities.”14 For Dewey, the social ideal of democracy required that 
local entities shape the emerging democratic republic. Only by bringing decision-
making to the local level and embracing the pluralist character of Turkish society, 
according to Dewey, could the Turks be educated in a truly democratic manner 
while being prepared to participate in democratic government.
Dewey’s support for pluralism, however, was antithetical to Turkish offi  -
cials’ primary objectives, as they saw them, of insuring the territorial integrity of 
their new country, securing their people’s sovereignty in a modern democratic 
state, and defi ning “Turk” and “Turkey” in the context of the failed multi-ethnic 
and multiconfessional Ottoman Empire. Considering formal education central to 
their nation’s transformation, ministerial offi  cials sought to standardize, rational-
ize, and centralize schooling, employing a Weberian approach to modernization 
that was, they believed, incompatible with pluralism and local control.15 Turkish 
offi  cials’ political goal was for the strong central government to usher their newly 
constructed nation-state into a modern era, aligned with the West and guided by 
the principles of its Enlightenment. 
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Few English-language scholars outside Turkey have focused on the role of 
education in the formation of modern Turkey—a surprising weakness given the 
signifi cance Turkish leaders have historically ascribed to their country’s educa-
tional institutions. Formal education, in particular, has not received the meaning-
ful attention it deserves.16 As founder and fi rst president of the Turkish Republic, 
Atatürk assigned tremendous importance to Turkish schools in ushering in the era 
of modernity and secularism that he envisioned. For instance, he took the title of 
“Teacher of the Turks” and declared to his nation’s newly formed Grand National 
Assembly in 1924 that the Republic’s survival relied almost completely on expanding 
educational opportunities and eliminating illiteracy in both rural and urban areas. 
Yet to achieve these objectives Republican leaders imposed a degree of hierarchical 
governance as well as curricular and pedagogical uniformity unprecedented in the 
history of the Ottoman Empire. For his part, Dewey warned that this approach, 
which was already in evidence by the time he arrived in Turkey, was not developed 
from democratic ideals and was not likely to foster democratic associations and 
initiative in schools and communities across the Republic.
Educational reform was a crucial element in the reworking of traditional so-
cial and political structures existing in the Ottoman Empire at the end of the First 
World War, a history that has parallels in the empires of Continental Europe and 
their reconstitution as modern democratic nation-states. Rather than an historic 
event specifi c to the Turkish Republic, then, Dewey’s mission, and the way that it 
highlights his conception of democratic localism and of democracy as a social ideal, 
elicits a consideration of the ways in which varying nation-states have transformed 
themselves into democratic republics, among which Turkey may now be counted.17
“The Future of the Republic” 
Beginning in approximately 1300 A.D. as a “tiny, scarcely visible, chiefdom,” the 
Ottoman state expanded to become a vast empire that included present-day Tur-
key (Anatolia) and spread west from the Persian Gulf to present-day Algeria and 
north from the Red Sea to Austria.18 Indeed, the Empire’s military strength was 
such that in 1529 and again in 1683 Ottoman forces lay siege to Vienna. Ruled by a 
centuries-old Ottoman dynasty, Islamic religious unity characterized the empire, 
with the Ottoman Sultan claiming title of Caliph (God’s representative on earth). 
Over the course of the nineteenth century, however, the empire slowly declined 
and, although it consistently sought to modernize its social, political, and economic 
institutions during this time, its defeat as a member of the Central Powers in the 
First World War led to its dissolution. 
With Ottoman territory occupied by the Allied nations beginning in 1918, a 
nationalist independence movement developed, with Mustafa Kemal Atatürk at its 
head.19 Following three years of armed confl ict and political negotiation, Atatürk’s 
nationalist government passed the Law of Fundamental Organization, which ef-
fectively served as a declaration of independence from Allied occupation. Atatürk 
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then led the Turkish government in implementing a series of reforms, including 
abolishing the Sultanate (the government of the Ottoman Empire), declaring the 
formation of the Republic, eliminating the Caliphate (the seat of Islamic spiritual 
leadership), and ratifying a national constitution.20 On February 17, 1926, Turkey 
adopted a secular legal system modeled on the Swiss civil code. In keeping with this 
reform impulse and in an eff ort to ensure the development of a modern democratic 
republic, the nationalist government accelerated the reconstruction of the nation’s 
educational system, which had begun earlier in the nineteenth century.
During much of the Ottoman Empire’s history, education took place within 
mektebs (primary schools), madaaris (advanced upper-level schools), and madrasas 
(higher institutions of Islamic education), with instruction in the fi rst two kinds 
of schools centering on the memorization and recitation of Qur’anic verses. Struc-
turally, all three kinds of institutions fell outside of the state’s purview. Typically 
affi  liated with, if not physically attached to, a mosque, the mektebs and madaaris 
were established by the community’s ulema (learned men of the Islamic faith) and 
fi nanced by charity and the support of evkaf (pious foundations).21 As early as 1839, 
however, the Ottoman government, under the authority of Sultan Abdul Medjid 
(1839-1861), issued the Tanzimat Fermani (Reform Edict) in an eff ort to confront 
the political, economic, and military challenges increasingly posed by Western pow-
ers. Designed to adapt traditional administrative structures and policies to West-
ern models, the Tanzimat reforms emphasized both the state’s role in providing a 
modern education to all citizens and education’s role in modernizing the state. As a 
result, Ottoman offi  cials established a Ministry of Public Schools in 1847 to oversee 
the establishment of a program of modern and secular education that included in-
struction in the humanities, geometry, mathematics, sciences, and foreign language. 
Almost twenty years later, a newly created Ministry of Public Education assumed 
administrative responsibility for the modern, but slowly developing, military and 
civilian secular school system in which Ottoman offi  cials planned to educate future 
civil servants and state-level bureaucrats.22 
As the Ottoman Empire slowly declined, however, eventually becoming the 
“sick man of Europe,” governing offi  cials assigned ever-increasing importance to edu-
cation in developing a cadre of elites who would maintain the Sultanate’s authority 
while transforming the state itself into a modern nation able to compete both eco-
nomically and militarily with the West, especially Russia and Greece. In 1869, there-
fore, the Sultanate issued the Maarifi  Umumiye Nizamnamesi (Regulations for Gen-
eral Education), mandating further, wide-reaching educational reforms, including:
1. Compulsory primary education (in sübyan [primary] schools).
2. A reorganization of the central and provincial administration of educa-
tion, that is, the setting up of administrative units in vilayets (provinces).
3. A reorganization and regularization of teaching methods.
4. Provisions for clearer criteria concerning the promotion and status of 
teachers.
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5. An increase in “science” institutions (literature and natural sciences).
6. A graded school system consisting of the following schools:
7. Primary schools . . . in all villages and town quarters.
8. Rüshdiyes [upper elementary schools] in all towns of fi ve hundred or 
more families.
9. An idadi [a junior high school] in all towns of one thousand families or 
more.
10. A sultani [academic secondary school] in each provincial capital.
11. Men’s and women’s teacher training colleges in Constantinople.
12. A university in Constantinople.
13. Private rüshdiyes for girls in suitable places.
14. Free education in the sübyan, rüshdiye, and the idadi.23
Although never successfully fulfi lled, the Maarifi  Umumiye Nizamnamesi provided 
the framework for reforms eventually implemented in the Turkish Republic. Per-
haps most importantly, these policies catalyzed the establishment of military and 
civilian secular schools from which a generation of leaders, educated in Western 
models of political, social, and economic systems, graduated. Among these gradu-
ates were members of a group of young, progressive reformers known as the Young 
Turks, along with Atatürk, the future founder of the Turkish Republic.24
In July 1908, the Young Turks led a revolution that resulted in signifi cant po-
litical reforms being implemented throughout the Empire. Ottoman losses in the 
Balkan Wars of 1912-1914, however, as well as the Ottoman defeat in World War 
I, opened the door for foreign intrusion.25 By November 1918, the British, French, 
and Italians were in occupation of Istanbul, with the Greek military advancing into 
Anatolia two years later. Nevertheless, the Ottoman victory against combined Brit-
ish and French forces in the Gallipoli Campaign (known in Turkish as Çanakkale 
Savaşları) during World War I provided a symbol of Turkish nationalism around 
which Turks rallied and elevated Atatürk, commander of the Gallipoli Campaign, 
to the status of hero. Establishing a revolutionary government in Ankara, Atatürk 
called for the Turkish people to rise up against the foreign occupation, escalating an 
already existing guerrilla insurgency and launching a violent war for independence. 
Th ree years later, Atatürk’s nationalist army defeated the Greeks, the Allies evacu-
ated Istanbul, and on October 29, 1923, Atatürk declared the establishment of the 
Republic of Turkey, with Ankara as its capital and Atatürk as its fi rst president.26
Although the proclamation of the Turkish Republic marked a moment of sig-
nifi cant success in Atatürk’s eff orts to lead his nation to independence, it also posed 
a dilemma. A disciple of Western Enlightenment ideals, Atatürk embraced the con-
cept of the sovereignty of the people, leading him to (among other acts intended to 
foster democracy) establish a Grand National Assembly as Turkey’s representative 
governing body. As biographer Andrew Mango writes, however, given Atatürk’s 
practical experience as a military commander, the opposition he confronted from 
defenders of the Ottoman dynasty, the threat that spreading communist and fascist 
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ideologies in Europe and Asia posed to his leadership, and his knowledge of the se-
verity of physical destruction throughout his nation, Atatürk believed that “direct 
government” by the national parliament was not feasible.27 As a result, Atatürk and 
his ministers adopted a centralized approach to constructing—politically, economi-
cally and socially—the Turkish Republic. Indeed, Atatürk’s conception of democ-
racy can be reasonably compared with that of America’s revolutionary leadership. 
As with Jeff erson, Madison, and Hamilton (among others), Atatürk believed that 
republican principles were best safeguarded by an educated and cultured elite. Ac-
cording to Mango, for instance, Atatürk claimed that “enlightened people” were 
best suited to establish the new republic. “In order to make sure that civilized op-
portunities open up for us,” Atatürk declared in a speech delivered in 1919, “we 
must speak as masters of the country.”28 
Educational reform provides a particularly revealing example of Atatürk’s 
centralized approach to fostering republican principles in Turkey. Even prior to the 
adoption of the fi rst constitution of the Turkish Republic in April 1924, govern-
ment offi  cials began the process of reforming education to meet what Atatürk and 
his advisers believed were the needs of a modern democratic republic. By issuing 
a single edict, the Tevhidi Tedrisat Kanunu (Law of Unifi cation of Instruction) on 
March 3 of that year, Turkish offi  cials abolished the nation’s centuries-old religious 
schools (mektebs, madaaris, and madrasas), appropriated the school funds provided 
by pious foundations (evkaf), and, by placing all educational institutions under the 
control of the Ministry of Public Instruction, assumed administrative authority for 
opening and closing schools, approving courses of study, issuing operating regu-
lations, and inspecting school facilities.29 In place of the madrasas, the Ministry 
established a faculty of theology at Daru’l-Fünun (Istanbul University) and permit-
ted the founding of schools for the training of Muslim prayer leaders (imam hatip 
okullari), although the government maintained tight bureaucratic control over these 
institutions.30 As a result, the national government began the process of standard-
izing and centralizing the nation’s educational system.
By assuming control over educational institutions at all levels of provision, 
including those administered by foreign entities (such as Christian missionaries) 
as well as minority groups within Turkey (including Jews and Orthodox Greeks), 
Turkish offi  cials signaled their intent to use education as a tool in nation building. 
In doing so, Atatürk and his offi  cers adopted the approach taken by other nations, 
especially colonial powers, in using educational reconstruction and reform as a way 
to reorient society.31 Abolishing religious education, expanding secular educational 
opportunities, and eliminating illiteracy in rural and urban areas, Turkish offi  cials 
employed educational reform as a mechanism for moving Turkish society into a 
modern democratic future. As one scholar has written, “In shaping a modern na-
tion, Atatürk put a special emphasis on education. Schools were in a sense consid-
ered as the castles of the modern republic.”32 Indeed, in his oft en-cited “Message 
to the Turkish Youth,” Atatürk proclaimed that “the future of the Republic” lay “in 
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the hands of the schools and the younger generation.”33 As a result, the Ministry of 
Public Instruction modifi ed the nation’s previously existing schools into a system 
comprised of a publicly funded, fi ve-year, coeducational, primary school course and 
a six-year secondary school course that included an ortaokul (a three-year middle 
school) and a lise (a three-year high school). In addition to these schools of gen-
eral education, the Ministry developed technical and vocational schools as well as 
teacher-training institutions.34 Th e resulting expansion of Turkish education was 
so rapid that although the Ottoman government could claim only 2,632 primary 
schools employing 8,165 teachers and educating 254,990 students in 1913, by 1927 
the Republic supported 5,883 primary schools with 11,766 teachers and 385,455 
students.35 It was this rapidly expanding system, which was more equitable and ac-
cessible than any educational arrangements that had existed during the Ottoman 
era, that Turkey’s newly appointed Minister of Education, Sefa Bey, invited John 
Dewey to evaluate in 1924.36 
When Dewey arrived with his wife, Alice, on the Orient Express into Istanbul 
on July 19, he had already achieved international recognition as a foremost Ameri-
can educator.37 Having spent part of 1919 lecturing in Tokyo and the following two 
years in China at the National Universities of Peking and Nanking, Dewey was no 
stranger to foreign educational systems.38 He had arranged a relatively short stay 
in Turkey, however, and undertook his journey during the summer months, a time 
when most schools and classrooms were in recess. Nevertheless, Dewey had ample 
opportunity to meet with teachers, school administrators, and ministerial offi  cials. 
In early August, for instance, he talked with some of the approximately 400 newly 
trained teachers who gathered at their Darulmuallimin (Normal School) for a perfor-
mance in his honor.39 Dewey also delivered a series of talks, met with administrators 
at Robert College (the oldest American school outside of the United States), toured 
the facilities of the Galata-Lycée (considered one of Turkey’s fi nest educational in-
stitutions), and gathered data from U.S. Embassy offi  cials, the Turkish Ministry of 
Public Instruction, and the Turkish Chamber of Commerce. He inspected schools 
in Istanbul, Ankara, and the ancient city of Bursa as well as those throughout the 
Turkish provinces. And although there is some confusion over whether Dewey ac-
tually met with Atatürk during his visit, at least one Turkish scholar describes the 
two men as having had an opportunity to talk at length about the nation’s educa-
tional system at the Congress of Union of Teachers held in Ankara in late August.40
Prior to completing his mission, Dewey submitted an essay entitled “Secular-
izing a Th eocracy: Young Turkey and the Caliphate” to the New Republic magazine, 
which published the article in the U.S. on September 17, one day before Dewey and 
Alice departed for home. Dewey wrote four additional essays based on his expe-
riences—“Angora, the New,” “Th e Turkish Tragedy,” “Foreign Schools in Turkey,” 
and “Th e Problem of Turkey”—which the New Republic also published, respectively, 
in its October, November, December 1924, and January 1925 issues.41 Dewey also 
wrote a preliminary report on Turkish education prior to his departure, copies of 
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which he submitted to Vassif Bey (who had replaced Sefa Bey as Turkey’s Minister 
of Public Instruction) and Robert Scotten, First Secretary of the U.S. High Com-
mission at the American Embassy in Istanbul.42 Finally, following his return to New 
York, Dewey wrote and submitted his fi nal evaluation.
“There is a Great Diff erence between Unity and Uniformity”
Dewey began what he titled “Report and Recommendation upon Turkish Educa-
tion” in characteristic fashion, observing that only aft er determining “the aim and 
purpose of the schools” could the Turks take the steps necessary to develop an ef-
fective educational system. “Fortunately,” Dewey argued, “there is no diffi  culty in 
stating the main end to be secured” through Turkish schooling. It is the develop-
ment of Turkey as a vital, free, independent, and lay republic in full membership in 
the circle of civilized states.43 To achieve this ambitious objective, Dewey proposed 
fostering democratic dispositions by using the schools to: “1) form proper political 
habits and ideas; 2) foster the various forms of economic and commercial skill and 
ability; and 3) develop the traits and dispositions of character, intellectual and moral, 
which fi t men and women for self-government, economic self-support and industrial 
progress; namely initiative and inventiveness, independence of judgment, ability 
to think scientifi cally and to cooperate for common purposes socially.” Moreover, 
Dewey argued, in order for the schools to achieve these ends all Turks, rather than 
just a ruling elite, needed to receive this education.44
By assigning schools responsibility for educating “the mass of citizens” for 
“intellectual participation in the political, economic, and cultural growth” of Turk-
ish society, Dewey demonstrated that he was of the same mind as Atatürk in be-
lieving that education was an essential element in transforming a fallen dynastic 
empire into a democratic republic. To create such a republic, according to Dewey, 
Turkish schools needed to serve as “centres of community life,” to provide “direct 
vocational and industrial training,” and to adopt a curricular program that could 
“be modifi ed in diff erent sections of the country” and “be adapted to local condi-
tions and needs.” In particular, Dewey emphasized in his report that each school’s 
course of study be “connected with the life of the pupils.” If they were not, he as-
serted, they would “neither serve them [the students] practically nor enlist their 
full interest and attention.”
In addition, Dewey highlighted in the report the variety and multiplicity of 
material issues that Turkey, a nation having just emerged from a decade of violent 
struggle, confronted in developing its educational system, including the need to 
improve school facilities, increase teacher status and pay, expand student access 
to reading materials, and, for the benefi t of local schoolteachers, translate foreign 
educational literature into Turkish. In promoting the schools’ role as centers of com-
munity life, Dewey recommended that schools be used as partners in improving 
“health and hygiene” among Turkish children, especially in rural areas. Among his 
ideas, Dewey suggested that the prevalence of malaria and trachoma be diminished 
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through a community-wide educational campaign administered by the schools as 
well as through the development of a “practical course in hygiene” that would be 
compulsory for all students. 
Of all these concerns, however, it was the question of “the relation of the 
Ministry of Public Instruction to the school system” for which Dewey reserved his 
strongest language. Acknowledging that in a country without a history of universal 
public education the Ministry of Public Instruction was obligated to take the lead 
in developing a nation-wide system of secular public schooling, Dewey neverthe-
less urged the identifi cation of a constructive and proper role for the Ministry as 
being “of utmost importance.” “Th ere is a danger,” he wrote:
that too much and too highly centralized activity on the part of the Min-
istry will stifl e local interest and initiative, prevent local communities tak-
ing the responsibilities which they should take; and produce too uniform a 
system of education, not fl exibly adapted to the varying degrees of diff erent 
localities, urban, rural, maritime, and to diff erent types of rural commu-
nities, diff erent environments and diff erent industries, such as pastoral, 
grain-growing, cotton, fruit, etc. Th ere is also danger that any centralized 
system will become bureaucratic, arbitrary and tyrannical in action, and 
given to useless and perfunctory mechanical work in making useless re-
cords, requiring and fi ling useless reports from others, and in general what 
is termed in French “papasserie” and in English “red tape.”45
Dewey’s use of the terms “arbitrary” and “tyrannical” in this passage—and 
especially his repeated use of the adjective “useless”—reveals the potential that he 
understood existed for the Ministry to become a bureaucratic straightjacket in 
administering Turkish education. However, he also foresaw a more administra-
tively circumscribed yet profoundly constructive role for Ministerial offi  cials—the 
promotion of “unity” within Turkish education. “While Turkey needs unity in its 
educational system,” Dewey wrote, “it must be remembered that there is a great 
diff erence between unity and uniformity, and that a mechanical system of unifor-
mity may be harmful to real unity.”46 Dewey, therefore, urged Vassif Bey and his 
ministerial colleagues to subvert “the evils attendant upon too great centralized 
power” by providing “moral leadership” rather than demanding bureaucratic uni-
formity. “Unity is primarily an intellectual matter, rather than an administrative 
and clerical one,” Dewey wrote. “It is to be attained by so equipping and staffi  ng 
the central Ministry of Public Instruction that it will be the inspiration and leader, 
rather than the dictator of education in Turkey.”47 Dewey further argued that the 
Ministry, in addition to avoiding “the danger of degenerating into a routine clerical 
and bookkeeping offi  ce,” should proactively seek to diversify schools and curricula 
at the local level. By this, Dewey meant that Ministry offi  cials should assign “local 
educational bodies” such as teachers’ organizations responsibility for administer-
ing schools in their communities and regions. Decentralized control of this kind, 
Dewey argued, would permit schools to adapt to local circumstances and condi-
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tions. “Without this change,” he wrote, “the school studies will not be connected 
with the life of the pupils, and hence will neither serve them practically nor enlist 
their full interest and attention.”48 
To illustrate the distinction between unity and uniformity, Dewey described 
the factors that, he believed, should infl uence the development of a course of study 
in a Turkish school. Using nature study as a specifi c curricular example, Dewey ex-
plained how bureaucratic uniformity would dictate that all schools should teach the 
same topics related to nature study, using the same methods. “But,” Dewey wrote, 
“the central Ministry should on the contrary not merely permit diversifi cation but 
promote it, and even insist upon it.” “It would,” he continued:
take the lead in studying the problems and needs of diff erent portions of 
the country, indicate the kind of topics, materials and methods adapted 
to maritime, pastoral, fruit-growing, grain-growing, cotton-raising, silk-
worm districts, to urban industrial and commercial districts and the special 
industrial capacities of each region. It would, by means of syllabi, read-
ing and study-courses for teachers, as well as by means of the character 
of instruction given in normal schools located in diff erent portions of the 
community, make sure that teachers were well grounded in the special 
conditions, resources and needs of particular localities, and anxious to 
connect the teaching of nature study with the life of the part of the coun-
try in which the school was situated.49
Dewey concluded his illustration by describing how these principles held true for 
the study of other subjects that might similarly be related to local conditions, in-
cluding history and geography. Unity, according to Dewey, left  suffi  cient room for 
curriculum to be adapted to the needs of various regions and their peoples, uni-
formity did not.
Th e example of nature study illuminates how Dewey shared with Turkish of-
fi cials a belief in the importance of education in fostering a democratic republic. Yet 
it also reveals how they diff ered in their approach to educational reform. Dewey’s 
claim that the central Ministry should not only “permit” diversifi cation as dictated 
by local conditions but “insist upon it,” refl ected his belief that local engagement is 
emblematic of democracy and that its quality is judged based on the number and 
variety and associations that groups with shared interests have with other groups. 
As historian Barak Salmoni has written, however, Turkish educational offi  cials “felt 
that orientations to sub-national geographic, ethnic, and cultural formations—la-
beled regionalism, or mintikacilik—endangered the strong state centre that guarded 
democracy.”50 Turkish leaders, and Atatürk himself, therefore, sought not only to 
minimize diff erence but intentionally extinguish it through the school curriculum. 
By dictating the content of curricula from Ministry of Public Instruction headquar-
ters in Ankara, for instance, Turkish offi  cials imposed curricular reforms that sought 
to “Turkicize” the people and their language as well as their history and culture. 
Beginning in 1927, for example, state schools throughout the Republic were permit-
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ted to teach only Turkish language and literature (eliminating Arabic and Persian 
from the curriculum). Schools were also required to teach the “Turkish Th esis on 
History,” which hypothesized that Central Asia was the cradle of civilization, and 
the “Th eory of Sun Language,” which postulated that all languages derived from 
Turkish.51 Th e Ministry of Public Instruction even required that international 
schools, which were frequently given leeway in determining their curriculum and 
language of instruction, teach Turkish history in Turkish by a Turkish national.52 
Th ese reforms, according to historian Andreas Kazamias, “were inextricably inter-
twined with the nationalistic policies of the republic” and were intended to “train 
a Turk, who is committed to the Turkish language, the principles and policies of 
the Turkish revolution and in general to Turkish ideals.”53 In contrast with Dewey’s 
disdain for social and political uniformity and his promotion of unity, Turkish of-
fi cials considered uniformity an obvious and necessary mechanism for fostering 
unity within the new Republic. 
“One of the Fundamental Problems of Education” 
In an offi  cial Ministry of Public Instruction pronouncement, published under the 
title “Four Fundamental Principles of New Education,” Turkish educational offi  -
cials emphasized the important link they understood to exist between democracy 
and education in the new republic. “Education,” the Ministry declared, is “national, 
education is secular, education is scientifi c, and education is democratic.”54 In many 
ways, these tenets might be understood as characterizing Dewey’s educational 
philosophy. Yet the order in which Ministry offi  cials prioritized them reveals the 
conceptual slippage that existed between Turkish offi  cials’ plan for educational 
reform and Dewey’s recommendations. Conceiving of democracy as a social ideal 
that served as a guide for individuals, human groups, and institutions that wanted 
to pursue the benefi ts of a way of life characterized by freedom of inquiry and in-
terchange, Dewey wrote that democracy is “more than a form of government; it is 
primarily a mode of associated living, of conjoint communicated experience.”55 
Dewey’s criteria for democratic life, therefore, were animated by the following 
questions: “How numerous and varied are interests which are consciously shared? 
How full and free is the interplay with other forms of association?”56 In response, 
he argued that democracy hinged on “pluralism, experimentalism, and conse-
quent toleration.”57 Democracy was, in Dewey’s formulation, a process, a way of 
life, and an education in itself, which depended on ends in view, that is, goals both 
large scale and personal that are shaped, altered, and redirected by the plurality 
of individuals who comprise a community. In a clearly related and yet somewhat 
distinct fashion, the Ministry’s plan focused on the schools’ role in achieving the 
political goal of raising a secular, modern, democratic nation-state out of the ashes 
of the Ottoman Empire. To that end, Turkish educational reform entailed a highly 
centralized system characterized by tight bureaucratic control and curricular and 
pedagogical uniformity.
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In Democracy and Education, Dewey characterized the history of educational 
philosophy as an eff ort to balance social and state interests while maintaining plu-
rality. In the chapter, “Th e Democratic Conception in Education,” Dewey analyzed 
three epochs he named as times when “the social import of education was especially 
conspicuous”: the Platonic thought of Ancient Athens, the Enlightenment era of 
eighteenth-century Europe, and the age of German Idealism in the early nineteenth 
century.58 Dewey’s analysis of German Idealism proves instructive for reading his 
“Report and Recommendation Upon Turkish Education” in light of his democratic 
and educational philosophy. In particular, his critical reading of the role of schools 
during the rise of German nationalism provides a lens through which to read 
Dewey’s warnings regarding the Ministry of Public Instruction’s role and its use 
of formal education in the development of the newly formed Turkish nation-state. 
Th e problems Dewey identifi ed in German schools highlight the ways in 
which he believed nationalism could overtake the broader purposes of democratic 
education. “One of the fundamental problems of education in and for a democratic 
society,” Dewey argued, “is set by the confl ict of a nationalistic and a wider social 
aim.”59 Nationalism, according to Dewey, leads to totalizing eff ects that render 
education synonymous with service to the state. Th e problem is not that the state 
provides the means to education, but that the state becomes the means and the 
goal of education.60  Germany’s nationalism, Dewey wrote, led to a thoughtful sys-
tem of education in which education became a civic function unique in its scope 
and intentionality. Like Turkey, Germany instituted comprehensive, compulsory 
education that sought to restore the country’s integrity and ensure its political and 
economic promise. Also akin to Turkey’s Law of Unifi cation of Instruction, Ger-
many “submit[ted] to jealous state regulation and supervision all private educa-
tional enterprises” in an eff ort to control the content of its citizens’ education in its 
goal of nation-building.61 In Dewey’s view, however, the nation is too small a unit 
for the social function of education; that is to say, not all education could or should 
contribute to nation-building and not all social learning and cooperation could 
or should take place within the bounds of nation. Dewey’s criticism of Germany’s 
educational system, therefore, was that “the state furnished not only the instrumen-
talities of public education but also its goal.”62 According to Dewey, when the state 
furnishes the goal of education, democracy is thwarted, because externally devised 
ends are imposed. Democratic, state-run education would enable local communi-
ties to contribute to the betterment of the state and to share in its aims and goals. 
For Dewey, however, the state’s furnishing of the goals is undemocratic. Th e role 
of the state in formal education highlights the diff ering conceptions of democracy 
in Dewey’s report and recommendations and in Turkish offi  cials’ political goals. 
Dewey viewed democracy as a social ideal, one that could not be achieved through 
legislative action or fi nalized in institutional arrangements. In contrast, Atatürk 
and his ministers approached democracy as a political goal immediately realizable 
through policy and the directives of the central government.
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When cautioning against the “bureaucratic, arbitrary and tyrannical” char-
acter of a centralized system of education, Dewey employed adjectives that, for 
him, ran counter to democratic association and hindered the social ends of educa-
tion—meaningful, deliberate, and independently initiated human interaction and 
experience.63 For the most part, however, Dewey remained silent on the Turkish 
government’s nationalist agenda. Indeed, despite Dewey’s suspicion of national-
ism in any context, it would be an error to think that he advocated a stateless com-
munity. Rather, he believed that a democratic state should recognize its place as 
preserver of plurality and be vigilant against supplanting national or state ends 
for social ends. “Not that the state isn’t upon the whole a respectable and needed 
institution,” Dewey wrote in an essay published in the New Republic three years 
prior to his Turkish mission, “but that to become state-minded instead of socially 
minded is to become a fanatic, a monomaniac, and thus to lose all sense of what 
the state is.” He continued:
For a state which shall give play to diversity of human powers is a state in 
which the multitude of human groups and associations do not dissolve. 
It is a mechanism, up to the present a rather clumsy one, for arranging 
terms of interplay among the indefi nite diversity of groups in which men 
associate and through active participation they become socially minded.64 
In Dewey’s formulation, then, eff orts on behalf of states to ensure equality, 
even when redressing situations in which inequity reigned, were not democratic if 
plurality and interchange between groups were suppressed. Plurality, for Dewey, 
was present in all social situations, that is, always and everywhere. Th e question 
was not whether plurality existed, but if and how it was enabled to fl ourish and con-
tribute to shared, provisional understandings that were essential to democratic life. 
Th ere was never a singular society, for Dewey, but a “plurality of societies” made 
up of human groups that share interests, experiences, and ends.65 Accordingly, in 
Dewey’s vision of democracy individuals and their attendant plurality shape the 
groups in which they are members and the institutions that they create and utilize. 
For Atatürk and his ministers, however, democracy’s watchword was equality, not 
plurality. Barak Salmoni has quoted the “father” of republican Turkish educational 
thought and practice, Ismail Hakki Baltacioğlu, as describing democracy in Tur-
key as “the statifi cation [devletleşmi] of equality.”66 Th e Turkish state, for instance, 
sought to achieve equality by removing distinctions in “class, sect, race, ethnicity, 
and wealth” and viewed these eff orts as synonymous with democracy.67 Removing 
distinctions did not mean merely removing barriers to full participation in society, 
however. Th is process rested on the assumption of the benefi ts of homogeneity and 
the suppression of pluralism. According to Salmoni:
Prioritizing equality while interpreting it as cultural homogeneity was 
probably intended to avert ethnic separatism by including all citizens—on 
condition of abandoning ethno-religious pluralism or self-assertion. Fur-
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ther, the requirement of a strong state to prevent disintegration positioned 
the regime as guarantor of that equality, just as nationalism—embodied by 
the republican government—was presented as the hallmark of democracy.68
Dewey’s concerns regarding the antidemocratic potential of nationalism, however, 
were unlikely to be well received in the new Turkish republic. Atatürk has been 
quoted as saying that “a non-national educational system was the reason behind 
the failure of the previous education system.”69 Nationalism served as a key prin-
ciple in Kemalist ideology and its instrumental educational reforms. In seeking to 
build a unifi ed Turkey from the fragments of the Ottoman Empire, the republican 
government championed equality as the eradication of diff erence and saw itself as 
the guarantor of democracy.
“A Vital, Free, Independent, and Lay Republic”
In Democracy and Education, Dewey investigated the question of whether state-
sponsored schooling could be democratic, asking, “Is it possible for an educational 
system to be conducted by a national state and yet the full social ends of the educa-
tive process not be restricted, constrained, and corrupted?”70 His answer was “yes,” 
as long as the educational framework permitted innovation and freedom to pursue 
the greatest number of associations with other human groups. Equality was neces-
sary in this experience, not to ensure sameness, as was the Republican government’s 
approach, but in order to permit all to enjoy the free play of intelligence. Dewey ex-
plained, “A society which makes provision for participation in its good for all of its 
members on equal terms and which secures fl exible readjustment of its institutions 
through interaction of the diff erent forms of associated life is so far democratic.”71 
Dewey’s observations of the Turkish education system led to his concern re-
garding the system’s apparent lack of fl exibility in relation to the groups it served. 
Yet he envisioned Turkish offi  cials both fostering national unity and supporting a 
plurality of ideas in education. His recommendations, which included curriculum 
development at the local level, providing fi nancial means for educators and Ministry 
members to visit progressive schools in other countries, and exchange programs 
with foreign schools within Turkey and for travel to places such as Denmark, Hol-
land, and Switzerland, refl ected his attempts to enable the school personnel to benefi t 
from intellectual exchange and to attenuate the stagnation imminent in central-
ized control.72 In both his initial and fi nal reports, Dewey recognized the place of 
the Ministry of Public Instruction in providing “intellectual centralization,” that 
is, serving as a clearinghouse of ideas and providing the means to acquire new in-
formation. Yet, he also enumerated several ways that “decentralization of practical 
execution and details” could be achieved in the present system.73
 Nevertheless, in his description of Turkey’s aim to become a “vital, free, inde-
pendent, and lay republic in full membership in the circle of civilized states,” Dewey 
issued a warning even while allying himself with the objectives of Turkish lead-
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ers.74 For Dewey, a democratic society was one that was dynamic in its institutions, 
ideas, and membership and that viewed change as benefi cial.75 Th erefore, Dewey 
understood the Ministry’s demand for institutional and curricular uniformity as 
threatening to ossify rather than invigorate democratic educational reforms. For 
Ministry offi  cials, however, achieving centralized control over educational institu-
tions and curricula was simply part of a much broader set of political, economic, 
and social reforms that Atatürk insisted were necessary for the Turkish nation to 
become a modern republic. In addition to the curricular reforms previously noted, 
some of the more dramatic edicts Atatürk issued in an eff ort to promote social and 
cultural uniformity included the outlawing of the fez (a hat worn by men and sym-
bolically linked to Islam), which Atatürk claimed “sat on the heads of our nation as 
an emblem of ignorance,” and the adoption of the Latin alphabet, which eliminated 
the use of Arabic, the language of the Koran.76 Equally dramatic, and specifi c to 
schooling, the 1924 Constitution demanded the formation of a compulsory system 
of education that would promote literacy among the historically unschooled poor. 
Even more “radical,” however, was Atatürk’s demand that girls receive the same 
form of primary education as boys, resulting in coeducational schools that were, 
according to one scholar, “a far cry from the days when women’s schools were sur-
rounded by high walls and staff ed by women instructors or occasionally by care-
fully selected old or unattractive men.”77 
As described in this essay’s introduction, the effi  cacy of these reforms in 
“modernizing” Turkish society continues to be debated. Indeed, limited fi nancial 
resources posed just one of the many challenges Turkish offi  cials confronted in 
realizing Atatürk’s vision. What is not in question, however, is the authority with 
which Atatürk dictated these reforms as central to achieving his political goals. As 
Joseph Szyliowicz writes, Atatürk believed that “feelings of loyalty to the new na-
tion and an acceptance of modernity had to be inculcated in the great majority of 
the inhabitants of the new state. Accordingly, Atatürk embarked on a radical policy 
of transforming the very nature of the polity and of adopting reforms that would 
change not only the outward appearance but ideally the mentality and behavior of 
the people as well.”78 Atatürk sought to make a democratic society rather than to 
make society democratic. Yet for Dewey, the ends of any initiative were constituted 
by the means of the reform: antidemocratic means could not lead to democratic 
schools.79 A vital republic, in Dewey’s view, was one that encouraged and embraced 
growth, wherein growth could not be predetermined or enforced. Institutions, 
such as schools, for instance, could be sites where “intellectual centralization” was 
organized, but the products of that intelligence should never be fi xed or static.80 
For Dewey, therefore, there was no predetermined end independent of the 
process in which aff ected members of the democracy were engaged. Democracy 
was, according to Dewey, an ongoing social ideal that institutions might support but 
could not produce. It was for these reasons that he advocated localism; the plural-
ity of localities could invigorate and improve the framework off ered by the central 
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government. Dewey recognized that the Ministry would have to take the lead in 
reforming Turkey’s schools because universal, secular education was fairly novel 
within the new republic. For that reason, he viewed foreign and private schools as 
places where initiative and innovation could take place for the benefi t of govern-
ment-run schools. “Public schools,” Dewey acknowledged, “must be more conserva-
tive and follow lines of greater uniformity. Private schools can engage in variation 
and experimentation.”81 Turkish offi  cials, however, were deeply suspicious of the 
potential of foreign schools within Turkey to proselytize. Th ey were also uneasy 
with these institutions’ connections to regional adversaries such as the Greeks and 
Armenians. As a result, the Ministry attempted to control the foreign schools’ cur-
ricula by dictating the content of Turkish history and requiring that it be taught in 
the Turkish language by Turkish nationals. Likewise, by assuming control of foreign 
schools, the government could revoke their charters if their practices were deemed 
threatening to national goals. Dewey was sympathetic to Turkish offi  cials’ distrust 
of foreign schools and, as a result, urged American schools operating in Turkey to 
suspend their Christian missions in light of the secular education they could pro-
vide in democratic values and scientifi c methods.82 
Conclusion
Dewey’s belief in progressive reform rather than radical, revolutionary upheaval can 
be attributed to his belief in the vitality of democratic inquiry and action.83 Follow-
ing his mission to Turkey, Dewey recommended maintaining the current educa-
tional system for at least a year until further study could yield next steps that would 
not be capricious. Although educational reform had begun long before Atatürk came 
to power, and his success was built upon the earlier Tanzimat and Maarifi  Umumiye 
Nizamnamesi reforms of 1839 and 1869, respectively, his approach was revolution-
ary in his elimination of an entire layer of educational provision. Historian Serif 
Mardin has argued that the timeline with which Atatürk operated his reform was 
“now.” He explained, “Th e word ‘fossil’ (or ‘residue’—müstahase) was to appear with 
increasing frequency in the vocabulary of Ottoman progressive intellectuals. It is 
this sense of unease in operating with a system which was a mixture of the old and 
the new which appears most clearly in the ideas of Kemal Atatürk.”84 And so while 
Atatürk and his ministers maintained a vision of the possible perfection of society, 
an inherently political goal, Dewey described the ongoing growth of society as a 
social ideal. For Dewey, therefore, reforms that did not include the participation of 
concerned and aff ected members could not be described as democratic, even when 
the reforms were to create so-called democratic institutions. Democratic societies, 
according to Dewey, change because they are vital. And although they are capable 
of growth, they will necessarily be imperfect.
Th roughout his trip, Turkish reporters asked Dewey what system of education 
was needed for a democracy.85 Yet Dewey’s conception of democracy and education 
could not be manifested in an institutionalized system or legislated procedure of any 
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sort.86 While Dewey claimed that he agreed with Turkish offi  cials upon “the main 
end to be secured by the educational system of Turkey,” his vision of a democratic 
society and education were imperfectly aligned with Atatürk’s political objectives. 
Rather than reading Dewey’s report as either ineff ectual or culturally ignorant, 
however, the diff erence is better understood by examining Dewey’s and Turkish 
Ministry offi  cials’ approaches to democracy. Dewey’s elaboration of the criteria for 
democracy and for democratic education reveals the point of this conceptual slip-
page. According to Dewey: 1) Democracy is a social ideal; it cannot be confl ated 
with the institution of government or the concept of nation, 2) Democracy involves 
enabling plurality rather than enforcing equality, and 3) Democratic entities are 
vital; they grow and change and always exceed their original aims or ends. 
Aware of the challenges Turkey faced in advancing universal, secular educa-
tion in a country where illiteracy was the norm, schools were primarily religious, 
and rural districts might have no formal schooling in place, Dewey understood that 
the central government would need to be a guiding force in educational reform. “It 
is obvious,” Dewey wrote, “that in a country which has not had a general system 
of public education, and where the aim is to develop a system, in fact and not just 
on paper, of universal and compulsory public education, where most of the com-
munities are still ignorant as to the kind of education, and of teachers required, 
the Ministry of Education must take the lead.”87 Yet Dewey was concerned that na-
tionalism and centralization would result in antidemocratic practices, namely, the 
suppression of plurality and the promotion of a society that could not grow beyond 
predetermined ends. Although Dewey wrote stridently against nationalism in the 
United States and Europe, he was more circumspect in his assessment of Turkey’s 
situation. He acknowledged the history of destructive foreign involvement in Tur-
key in his writing for Th e New Republic and he spoke of the progress represented by 
Atatürk’s regime over the violence and schisms of earlier eras. “Nationalism has its 
evils,” Dewey claimed, “but its loyalties are at least less dreadful than those of dog-
matic religious diff erences.”88 Despite Dewey’s awareness of the nationalistic project 
undertaken by the Turkish government, however, he persisted in recommending 
local control of school administration, curriculum, and budgets. 
Dewey’s stance in opposition to uniformity contrasted with Turkish leaders’ 
eff orts in establishing a coherent state. Ministerial offi  cials saw themselves as pillars 
of the modern state (as Max Weber wrote of the “trained offi  cial”) and found in a 
centralized bureaucracy the mechanism through which to rationalize Turkish edu-
cation. Th e democratic localism that Dewey promoted, therefore, with its emphasis 
on diversity, pluralism, and local authority, simply did not fi t within this worldview. 
Indeed, rather than refl ecting the elements of a stable, organized system of educa-
tion, these qualities were understood by Turkish offi  cials as unpredictable and open 
to volatility. Given the Turkish offi  cials’ immediate political goal, such unpredict-
ability was not something they were willing to risk. As a result, Turkish educational 
reforms produced a highly centralized, tightly controlled system best characterized 
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by a high degree of uniformity. Given Dewey’s experience with the ever-increasing 
centralization, bureaucratization, and standardization of public schooling in the 
Unites States, however, Dewey privileged local autonomy over the centralization 
of educational authority in fostering Turkish students’ civic-mindedness as well as 
their participation in the development of Turkey into a modern nation-state. 
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